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NEW PROOF OF THE CHEEGER-MU¨LLER THEOREM
MAXIM BRAVERMAN
Abstract. We present a short analytic proof of the equality between the analytic and combina-
torial torsion. We use the same approach as in the proof given by Burghelea, Friedlander and
Kappeler, but avoid using the difficult Mayer-Vietoris type formula for the determinants of elliptic
operators. Instead, we provide a direct way of analyzing the behaviour of the determinant of the
Witten deformation of the Laplacian. In particular, we show that this determinant can be written
as a sum of two terms, one of which has an asymptotic expansion with computable coefficients and
the other is very simple (no zeta-function regularization is involved in its definition).
1. Introduction
1.1. Cheeger-Mu¨ller theorem. Let F be a flat vector bundle over a compact odd dimensional
Riemannian manifold M . Suppose that F is equipped with a Hermitian metric gF , which induces
a flat metric on the determinant line bundle detF . These data define the Ray-Singer metric
‖ · ‖RSdetH•(M,F ) on the determinant line detH
•(M,F ), cf. [BZ1, Def. 2.2] and Definition 3.3 of this
paper.
Let f : M → R be a Morse function satisfying the Thom-Smale transversality conditions,
[Sm1, Sm2]. Then one defines the Milnor metric ‖ · ‖MdetH•(M,F ) on detH
•(M,F ), cf. [BZ1, Def. 1.9]
and Definition 2.6 of this paper.
Theorem 1.2. ‖ · ‖RSdetH•(M,F ) = ‖ · ‖
M
detH•(M,F ).
For the case when the metric gF is flat, the theorem was conjectured by Ray and Singer [RS].
The Ray-Singer conjecture was proven independently by Cheeger [Ch] and Mu¨ller [Mu¨1]. Later
Mu¨ller [Mu¨2] extended the result to the case when gF is not necessarily flat, but the induced
metric on detF is flat. The methods of Cheeger and Mu¨ller are both based on a combination of
the topological and analytical methods. Bismut and Zhang [BZ1] suggested a purely analytical
proof of the Ray-Singer conjecture and generalized it to the case, when the dimension of M is not
necessarily odd and the induced metric on detF is not flat.
Another purely analytical proof of Theorem 1.2 was suggested by Burghelea, Friedlander and
Kappeler [BFK2]. Their method was based on application of the highly non-trivial Mayer-Vietoris-
type formula for the determinant of an elliptic operator [BFK1].
In this paper we suggest a new proof of Theorem 1.2, which essentially follows the lines of [BFK2]
but is considerably simpler in several steps. In particular, we avoid the use of Mayer-Vietoris-type
formula from [BFK1].
Research was partially supported by the NSF grant DMS-0204421.
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1.3. The sketch of the proof. Let dF : Ω•(M,F ) → Ω•+1(M,F ) be the de Rham differential.
Consider the Witten deformation dFt = e
−tfdF etf of dF and set ∆f,t = d
F
t d
F∗
t + d
F∗
t d
F
t . It was
shown by Witten [Wi] that, when t → ∞, finitely many eigenvalues of ∆f,t tend to zero (these
are, so called “small” eigenvalues), while the rest of the eigenvalues tend to infinity (these are
“large” eigenvalues). The Ray-Singer metric can be expressed, roughly speaking, as the product
of the contribution of the “small” eigenvalues and the contribution of the “large” eigenvalues, cf.
Subsection 4.5. The proof is naturally divided into the study of those two contributions.
The contribution of the “small” eigenvalues is summarized in Theorem 4.6, which was proven by
Bismut and Zhang [BZ1]. The original proof was based on difficult results of Helffer and Sjo¨strand
[HS]. Later Bismut and Zhang [BZ2, §6] found a short and very elegant proof of this result (see
also [BFKM]).
It remains to study the contribution of the “large” eigenvalues, which we denote by ρRSla (f, t),
cf. Subsection 4.5. Let Pla,t denote the orthogonal projection on the span of the eigenforms corre-
sponding to the “large” eigenvalues of ∆f,t. The contribution ρ
RS
la (f, t) of the “large” eigenvalues
is defined in terms of log det′[∆f,tPla,t], where det
′ denotes the regularized determinant, cf. Sub-
section 3.2. Our method is based on the following simple formula, cf. Proposition 5.7,
k log det ′
[
∆f,tPla,t] =
log det ′
[
(∆kf,t + t
2k)Pla,t
]
− t2k
∫ 1
0
Tr
[
(∆kf,t + τt
2k)−1Pla,t
]
dτ. (1.1)
Here we choose k > n/2, so that the operator (∆kf,tPla,t + τt
2k)−1 is of trace class.
The first summand in the right hand side of (1.1) is the logarithm of the determinant of an
operator elliptic with parameter, cf. [Sh1, BFK1]. It is shown in the Appendix to [BFK1] that it
has a nice asymptotic expansion with computable coefficients. The second summand, though does
not have an asymptotic expansion, is very simple since no ζ-function regularization is needed to
define it. It is not difficult now to prove the following result (cf. Theorem 5.4): Let M˜ be another
Riemannian manifold and F˜ → M˜ be a flat vector bundle over M˜ such that dim F˜ = dimF . Let
f˜ : M˜ → R be a Morse function. Assume that the functions f and f˜ have the same critical points
structure, cf. Definition 5.2. Then log ρRSla (f, t)− log ρ
RS
la (f˜ , t) has a nice asymptotic expansion with
computable coefficients. This result was central in the Burghelea-Friedlander-Kappeler proof, cf.
Theorem B of [BFK2].
Set
R(M,F, f) := log
‖ · ‖RSdetH•(M,F )
‖ · ‖MdetH•(M,F )
. (1.2)
By [Mi2, Th. 9.3], the Milnor metric, and, hence, R(M,F, f) is independent of f . It is, however,
convenient to keep f in the notation.
In Section 6, we show, that, if f and f˜ have the same critical points structure, then R(M,F, f) =
R(M˜, F˜ , f˜). It follows from [Mi1] that there exist Morse functions f1, f2 satisfying the Thom-Smale
condition on M × S2 and M × S1 × S1 respectively, which have the same critical points structure.
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Let F1, F2 denote the lifts of F to M × S
2 and M × S1 × S1 respectively. Then
R(M × S2, F1, f1) = R(M × S
1 × S1, F2, f2). (1.3)
Theorem 2.5 of [RS] expresses the Ray-Singer torsion of the product M ×N (here N is a compact
Riemannian manifold) in terms of the Ray-Singer torsion of M . In Section 6, we use this result to
show that
R(M,F, f) = R(M × S2, F1, f1), and R(M × S
1 × S1, F2, f2) = 0. (1.4)
Combining (1.3) and (1.4) we obtain R(M,F, f) = 0.
1.4. The results used in the proof. For convenience of the reader, we list all the results which
we use but don’t prove in this paper.
• Topological invariance of the Milnor and the Ray-Singer torsion. The proofs can be found in
[Mi2, Th. 9.3] and [RS, Th. 2.1] respectively.
• The relationship between the Milnor metric and the contribution of the “small” eigenvalues of
the Witten deformation of the Laplacian to the Ray-Singer torsion, cf. Theorem 4.6. A very
nice proof can be found in [BZ2, §6] (see also [BFKM]).
• The asymptotic expansion of the trace and the determinant of an operator elliptic with param-
eter obtained in the Appendix to [BFK1].
• Existence of a constant C > 0 such that Tr
[
(∆kf,t + ε)
−1Pla,t
]
< C for all k > n, ε > 0 and
|t| ≫ 0. This simple estimate follows, for example, from Lemma 3.3 of [BFK2].
• The expression for Ray-Singer torsion on the product of 2 manifolds, cf. [RS, Th. 2.5].
Apart from these results the paper is completely independent.
Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Alexander Abanov for valuable discussions.
2. The Milnor metric and the Milnor torsion
2.1. The determinant line of a finite dimensional complex. If λ is a real line, let λ−1 be
the dual line. If E is a finite dimensional vector space, set detE = Λmax(E). Let (V •, ∂) :
0 → V 0 → · · · → V n → 0 be a complex of finite dimensional Euclidean vector spaces. Let
H•(V ) =
⊕n
i=0H
i(V ) be the cohomology of (V •, ∂). Set
detV • =
n⊗
i=0
(
detV i
)(−1)i
, detH•(V ) =
n⊗
i=0
(
detH i(V )
)(−1)i
.
Then, by [KM], there is a canonical isomorphism of real lines
detH•(V ) ≃ detV •. (2.1)
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2.2. Two metrics on the determinant line. The Euclidean structure on V • defines a metric
on detV •. Let ‖ · ‖detH•(V ) be the metric on the line detH
•(V ) corresponding to this metric via
the canonical isomorphism (2.1).
Let ∂∗ be the adjoint of ∂ with respect to the Euclidean structure on V •. Using the finite
dimensional Hodge theory, we have the canonical identification
H i(V •, ∂) ≃ {v ∈ V i : ∂v = 0, ∂∗v = 0}, 0 ≤ i ≤ n. (2.2)
As a vector subspace of V i, the vector space in the right-hand side of (2.2) inherits the Euclidean
metric. We denote by | · |detH•(V ) the corresponding metric on detH
•(V ).
The metrics ‖ · ‖detH•(V ) and | · |detH•(V ) do not coincide in general. We shall describe the
discrepancy.
Set ∆ = ∂∂∗+∂∗∂ and let ∆i denote the restriction of ∆ to V i. Let det′∆i denote the product
of the non-zero eigenvalues of ∆i.
Definition 2.3. The torsion ρ of the complex (V •, d) is the number defined by the formula
log ρ =
1
2
n∑
i=0
(−1)ii log det ′∆i.
The following result is proved, e.g., in [BGS, Prop. 1.5]
‖ · ‖detH•(V ) = | · |detH•(V ) · ρ.
2.4. The Thom-Smale complex. Let f : M → R be a Morse function satisfying the Smale
transversality conditions [Sm1, Sm2] (for any two critical points x and y of f the stable manifold
W s(x) and the unstable manifold W u(y), with respect to ∇f , intersect transversely).
Let B be the set of critical points of f . If x ∈ B, let Fx denote the fiber of F over x and let
[W u(x)] denote the real line generated by W u(x). For 0 ≤ i ≤ n, set
Ci(W u, F ) =
⊕
x∈B
ind(x)=i
[W u(x)]∗ ⊗R Fx.
By a basic result of Thom ([Th1]) and Smale ([Sm2]) (see also [BZ1, pp. 28–30]), there are well
defined linear operators
∂ : Ci(W u, F )→ Ci+1(W u, F ),
such that the pair (C•(W u, F ), ∂) is a complex and there is a canonical identification of Z-graded
vector spaces
H•(C•(W u, F ), ∂) ≃ H•(M,F ). (2.3)
2.5. The Milnor metric. By (2.1) and (2.3), we know that
detH•(M,F ) ≃ detC•(W u, F ). (2.4)
The metric gF on F determines the structure of an Euclidean vector space on C•(W u, F ). This
structure induces a metric on detC•(W u, F ).
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Definition 2.6. The Milnor metric ‖ · ‖MdetH•(M,F ) on the line detH
•(M,F ) (cf. [BZ1, §Id]) is the
metric corresponding to the above metric on detC•(W u, F ) via the canonical isomorphism (2.4).
By Milnor [Mi2, Th. 9.3], the Milnor metric coincides with the Reidemeister metric defined
through a smooth triangulation of M . It follows that ‖ · ‖MdetH•(M,F ) does not depend upon f and
gTM , gF and, hence, is a topological invariant of the flat bundle F .
3. The Ray-Singer metric and the Ray-Singer torsion
3.1. The L2 metric on the determinant line. Let (Ω•(M,F ), dF ) be the de Rham complex of
the smooth sections of Λ(T ∗M)⊗ F equipped with the coboundary operator dF . The cohomology
of this complex is canonically isomorphic to H•(M,F ).
Let ∗ be the Hodge operator associated to the metric gTM . We equip Ω•(M,F ) with the inner
product
〈α,α′〉Ω•(M,F ) =
∫
M
〈α ∧ ∗α′〉gF . (3.1)
By Hodge theory, we can identify H•(M,F ) with the space of harmonic forms in Ω•(M,F ). This
space inherits the Euclidean product (3.1). The L2-metric | · |RSdetH•(M,F ) on detH
•(M,F ) is the
metric induced by this product.
3.2. The Ray-Singer torsion. Let dF∗ be the formal adjoint of dF with respect to the metrics
gTM and gF . Let ∆ = dF dF∗ + dF∗dF be the Laplacian and let ∆i denote the restriction of ∆ to
Ωi(M,F ). Let P i : Ω•(M,F )→ Ker∆i be the orthogonal projection.
To define the torsion of the complex (Ω•(M,F ), dF ) one needs to make sense of the notion of
determinant of the Laplacian. This is done using the zeta-function regularization as follows.
For s ∈ C, Re s > n/2, set ζRSi (s) = −Tr
[
(∆i)−s(I − P i)
]
. By a result of Seeley [Se], ζRSi (s)
extends to a meromorphic function of s ∈ C, which is holomorphic at s = 0. Define the determinant
det′∆i by the formula
log det ′∆i =
d
ds
ζRSi (0).
Definition 3.3. The Ray-Singer torsion ρRS is defined by the formula (cf. [BZ1, Def. 2.2])
log ρRS =
1
2
n∑
i=0
(−1)ii log det ′∆i.
The Ray-Singer metric ‖ · ‖RSdetH•(M,F ) on the line detH
•(M,F ) is the product
‖ · ‖RSdetH•(M,F ) = | · |
RS
detH•(M,F ) · ρ
RS .
Ray and Singer [RS, Th. 2.1] proved that the metric ‖ · ‖RSdetH•(M,F ) is a topological invariant,
i.e., does not depend on the metrics gTM or gF .
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4. The Witten deformation.
4.1. A simplifying assumption. Recall that gTM denotes the Riemannian metric on M . Fol-
lowing [BFK2] we give the following
Definition 4.2. The pair (gTM , f) is a generalized triangulation of M , if f is a Morse function
f : M → R satisfying the Thom-Smale transversality condition (cf. Subsection 2.4) and in a
neighborhood of every critical point x of f one can introduce local coordinates (y1, . . . , yn) such
that
f(y) = f(x) −
1
2
(y21 + · · ·+ y
2
k) +
1
2
(y2k+1 + · · ·+ y
2
n),
and the metric gTM is Euclidean in these coordinates.
Since both the Milnor and the Ray-Singer metrics are independent of the choice of f and gTM ,
it is enough to prove Theorem 1.2 for the case when (gTM , f) is a generalized triangulation, which
we will henceforth assume.
4.3. The Witten deformation of the Laplacian. Set dFt = e
−tfdF etf , dF∗t = e
tfdF e−tf . Then
dF∗t is the formal adjoint of d
F
t with respect to the scalar product (3.1). The Witten Laplacian is
the operator
∆f,t = d
F
t d
F∗
t + d
F∗
t d
F
t .
We denote by ∆if,t the restriction of ∆f,t to Ω
i(M,F ). Let ρRS(f, t) be the torsion defined as in
Subsection 3.2, but with replacing everywhere ∆ by ∆f,t.
The following theorem is well known, cf. [Wi]
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that the pair (gTM , f) is a generalized triangulation.
1. There exist positive constants C ′, C ′′, and t0 > 1/C
′′, so that for |t| ≥ t0, we have spec(∆f,t) ⊂
[0, e−|t|C
′
) ∪ (C ′′|t|,∞).
2. Let E•sm,t ⊂ Ω
•(M,F ) denote the span of the eigenvectors of ∆f,t with eigenvalues less than
e−|t|C
′
. Then dimEism,t = mi rk(F ), i = 1, . . . , n, where mi is the number of the critical points of
f with index i.
Clearly, E•sm,t is a subcomplex of the complex (Ω
•(M,F ), dFt ). Let ρ
RS
sm(f, t) be the torsion of this
subcomplex. Let P ism,t : Ω
i(M,F ) → Eism,t be the orthogonal projection and let P
i
la,t = 1− P
i
sm,t.
Set ζRSla,i(s) = −Tr
[
(∆if,t)
−sP ila,t
]
and
log det ′
[
∆if,tP
i
la,t] =
d
ds
ζRSla,i(0);
log ρRSla (f, t) =
1
2
n∑
i=0
(−1)ii log det ′
[
∆if,tP
i
la,t].
(4.1)
Clearly,
ρRS(f, t) = ρRSla (f, t) · ρ
RS
sm(f, t) for |t| > t0. (4.2)
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4.5. The Witten Laplacian and the Ray-Singer metric. For each t ∈ R, consider the metric
gFt = e
−2tf gF . Let | · |RSdetH•(M,F ),f,t be the L
2-metric on detH•(M,F ) associated to the metrics
gFt and g
TM . The Laplacian ∆˜f,t associated to the metrics g
F
t and g
TM is conjugate to ∆f,t. More
precisely, we have, ∆˜f,t = e
tf∆f,te
−tf , cf. [BZ1, Prop. 5.4]. Hence, ρRS(f, t) equals the Ray-Singer
torsion associated to the metrics gFt and g
TM . Since the Ray-Singer metric is a topological invariant
of F , it follows that
‖ · ‖RSdetH•(M,F ) = | · |
RS
detH•(M,F ),f,t · ρ
RS(f, t), for any t ∈ R. (4.3)
Theorem 4.6. Suppose that the pair (gTM , f) is a generalized triangulation, cf. Definition 4.2.
Then, as t→ +∞, we have
log
| · |RSdetH•(M,F )ρ
RS
sm(f, t)
‖ · ‖MdetH•(M,F )
= −t rk(F )TrBs [f ] +
1
2
χ˜′(F ) log
( t
pi
)
+ o(1), (4.4)
where TrBs [f ] =
∑
x∈B(−1)
ind(x)f(x) and χ˜′(F ) = rk(F )
∑
x∈B (−1)
ind(x) ind(x).
The theorem was first proven in [BZ1, Th. 7.6] using the difficult results of Helffer and Sjo¨strand
[HS]. A short and very elegant proof was found by Bismut and Zhang [BZ2, §6] (see also [BFKM]).
Recall that the number R(M,F, f) was defined in (1.2). Using (4.2) and (4.3), we obtain the
following corollary of Theorem 4.6:
Corollary 4.7. There exists a constant R = R(M,F, f), such that
log ρRSla (f, t) = R(M,F, f) + t rk(F )Tr
B
s [f ]−
1
2
χ˜′(F ) log
( t
pi
)
+ o(1), t→ +∞. (4.5)
R is independent of f and Theorem 1.2 is equivalent to the equality R = 0.
Thus the proof of Theorem 1.2 is reduced to the study of the asymptotic expansion of ρRSla (f, t)
as t→∞.
5. The comparison theorem
5.1. Let M,M˜ be Riemannian manifolds of the same odd dimension n. Let F, F˜ be flat vector
bundles over M and M˜ respectively, equipped with Hermitian metrics, such that the induced
metrics on detF and det F˜ are flat. We assume that dimF = dim F˜ .
Definition 5.2. The Morse functions f : M → R and f˜ : M˜ → R have the same critical points
structure if there exist open neighborhoods U ⊂ M, U˜ ⊂ M˜ of the sets of critical points of f, f˜
respectively, and an isometry φ : U → U˜ , such that f = f˜ ◦ φ.
Definition 5.3. We say that a function l(t) has a nice asymptotic expansion as t→ ±∞ if
l(t) =
n∑
j=0
aj(t/|t|)t
j +
n∑
k=0
bj(t/|t|)t
j log |t| + o(1),
and the coefficient a0 (the free term) satisfy the equality a0(1) + a0(−1) = 0.
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The main result of this section is the following
Theorem 5.4. Let f : M → R, f˜ : M˜ → R be Morse functions with the same critical points
structure and let U, U˜ be as in Definition 5.2. Then the difference log ρRSla (f, t)− log ρ
RS
la (f˜ , t) has
a nice asymptotic expansion.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.4.
5.5. Determinant of an operator almost elliptic with parameter. It is more convenient to
work in a slightly more general situation. Suppose E is a Hermitian vector bundle over a compact
Riemannian manifold M of dimension n. Consider the operator
Ht := A+ tB + t
2V : C∞(M,E) → C∞(M,E), t ∈ R, (5.1)
where A : C∞(M,E) → C∞(M,E) is a second order self-adjoint elliptic differential operator with
positive definite leading symbol, B = B(x), V = V (x) : E → E are self-adjoint bundle maps
and V (x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ M . Suppose that there exist constants t0, c1, c2 > 0 such that for all
|t| > t0, there are finitely many eigenvalues of Ht, which are smaller than e
−c1|t|, while all the other
eigenvalues of Ht are larger than c2|t|. Let Pt denote the orthogonal projection onto the span of
the eigensections of Ht with eigenvalues greater than 1.
Note that rk(Id−Pt) is equal to the number of eigenvalues of Ht (counting multiplicities) which
are smaller than 1. Hence, the function t 7→ rk(Id−Pt) is locally constant for |t| > max{t0, 1/c2}.
Set
m± := rk(Id−Pt), ±t > max{t0, 1/c2}. (5.2)
Assume, in addition, that there exist constants k > n/2 and C > 0 such that
Tr
[
(Hkt + ε)
−1Pt
]
< C, for all ε > 0, |t| ≫ 0. (5.3)
Note that when Ht = ∆t,f this assumption is satisfied for every k > n by [BFK2, Lemma 3.3].
We are interested in the behaviour of the function l(t) = log det ′HtPt, as t → ±∞. Note that,
if V (x) > 0 for all x ∈M , then Ht is an elliptic operator with parameter, cf. [Sh1, Ch. 1], [BFK1,
Appendix]. Then l(t) has a nice asymptotic expansion as t →∞ with computable coefficients, cf.
[BFK1, Appendix]. If V (x) is not strictly positive for some x ∈M , this asymptotic expansion does
not hold any more. However, the following result is true: Let E˜ be a Hermitian vector bundle over
another compact Riemannian manifold M˜ . We assume that the rank of E is equal to the rank of
E˜. Let
H˜t = A˜+ tB˜ + t
2V˜ : C∞(M˜, E˜)→ C∞(M˜ , E˜)
be as above. Then 1 is not an eigenvalue of H˜t for |t| ≫ 0. Let P˜t be the orthogonal projector onto
the span of eigensections of Ht with eigenvalues greater than 1.
Theorem 5.6. Suppose there exist open sets U ⊂ M and U˜ ⊂ M˜ such that V (x) > 0 for all
x ∈M\U and V˜ (x) > 0 for all x ∈ M˜\U˜ . Let φ : U → U˜ be a diffeomorphism which preserves the
Riemannian metric. Assume that ψ : φ∗E˜|
U˜
→ E|U is an isometry, which identifies the restrictions
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of Ht to U and of H˜t to U˜ . Then the function log det
′HtPt − log det
′H˜tP˜t has a nice asymptotic
expansion.
Clearly, Theorem 5.4 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.6. We pass now to the proof of
Theorem 5.6. First we establish the following
Proposition 5.7. For every k > n/2, the following equality holds
k log det ′HtPt = log det
′Hkt Pt =
log det ′
[
(Hkt + t
2k)Pt
]
− t2k
∫ 1
0
Tr
[
(Hkt + τt
2k)−1Pt
]
dτ. (5.4)
Proof. For k > n/2 the operator
[
(Hkt + τt
2k)Pt
]−1
is of trace class. Hence
d
dτ
log det ′
[
(Hkt + t
2k)Pt
]
= Tr
[
(Hkt + τt
2k)−1
d
dτ
(Hkt + τt
2k)Pt
]
= t2k Tr
[
(Hkt + τt
2k)−1Pt
]
.
Integrating this equality, we obtain (5.4).
From now on we assume that k is as in (5.3). Then using the definition of Pt we get∫ 1
0
Tr
[
(Hkt + τt
2k)−1Pt
]
dτ =
∫ 1
0
Tr
[
(Hkt + τt
2k + |t|−k)−1Pt
]
dτ + o(t−2k), (5.5)
as t→∞.
Recall that the numbers m± were defined in (5.2). Clearly∫ 1
0
Tr
[
(Hkt + τt
2k + |t|−k)−1Pt
]
dτ
=
∫ 1
0
Tr (Hkt + τt
2k + |t|−k)−1 dτ − 3km±t
−2k log |t| + o(t−2k),
log det ′
[
(Hkt + t
2k)Pt
]
= log det ′
(
Hkt + t
2k
)
− 2km± log |t| + o(1),
(5.6)
as t→ ±∞.
It is shown in the Appendix to [BFK2] that log det ′(Hkt + t
2k) has a nice asymptotic expansion.
Hence, Theorem 5.6 follows from (5.4), (5.5), (5.6) and the following
Proposition 5.8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.6 the function
t2k
∫ 1
0
[
Tr (Hkt + τt
2k + |t|−k)−1 − Tr (H˜kt + τt
2k + |t|−k)−1
]
dτ (5.7)
has a nice asymptotic expansion.
The rest of this section is occupied with the proof of Proposition 5.8.
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5.9. Notations. Let W ⊂M be an open set whose closure W ⊂ U and such that V (x) > 0 for all
x 6∈ W . Fix ε > 0 such that V (x) > ε for all x 6∈ W . We can and we will assume that ε < 1. Let
v :M → [0, ε] be a smooth function such that supp v ⊂ U and v|W ≡ ε. Set
At,τ := H
k
t + τt
2k + |t|−k, At,τ,v := H
k
t + τt
2k + |t|−k + v2t2k. (5.8)
To simplify the notation we will identify U and U˜ via the diffeomorphism φ : U → U˜ . In
particular, we will consider v as a function on M˜ . We define operators A˜t,τ and A˜t,τ,v as in (5.8)
but using H˜t instead of Ht.
Lemma 5.10. Let Kτ,v(t, x, y) denote the Schwartz kernel of the operator A
−1
t,τ,v. Then for each
N ∈ N
Kτ,v(t, x, x) =
N∑
j=0
αj(τ, t/|t|, x)t
n−j−2k + rN,τ (t, x), (5.9)
where tNrN,τ (t, x) → 0 as t → ±∞ uniformly in τ ∈ [0, 1], x ∈ M . The coefficients αj(τ,±1, x)
depend continuously on τ ∈ [0, 1] and can be expressed in terms of the full symbol of Ht and a
finite number of its derivatives. If j = 2i is even, then αj(τ, 1, x) + αj(τ,−1, x) = 0.
Proof. Clearly, At,τ,v = H
k
t + τt
2k + |t|−k + v2t2k is an operator elliptic with parameter, cf.
[Sh1, Ch. 1], [BFK1, Appendix]. The lemma is a consequence of the standard construction of
the parametrix of an operator elliptic with parameter. It follows immediately, for example, from
Lemma A.8 in [BFK1].
Since Tr A−1t,τ,v =
∫
M
Kτ,v(t, x, x)dx we obtain the following
Corollary 5.11. The function t2k
∫ 1
0 Tr A
−1
t,τ,v dτ has a nice asymptotic expansion.
Proposition 5.8 (and, hence, Theorems 5.6 and 5.4) follows now from the following
Lemma 5.12. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.6 we have
Tr
[
A−1t,τ −A
−1
t,τ,v
]
− Tr
[
A˜−1t,τ − A˜
−1
t,τ,v
]
= o(t−2k) (5.10)
as t→∞ uniformly in τ ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. We have
A−1t,τ −A
−1
t,τ,v = A
−1
t,τ v
2t2k A−1t,τ,v = A
−1
t,τ,v v
2t2k A−1t,τ . (5.11)
Hence
Tr
[
A−1t,τ −A
−1
t,τ,v
]
= Tr
[
A−1t,τ v
2t2k At,τ,v
]
= t2k Tr
[
v A−1t,τ,vA
−1
t,τ v
]
= t2k Tr
[
v A−2t,τ,vv
]
+ t4k Tr
[
v A−2t,τ,v v
2A−1t,τ v
]
. (5.12)
Similar equality is true for Tr
[
A˜−1t,τ − A˜
−1
t,τ,v
]
.
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Let K˜τ,v(t, x, y) denote the Schwartz kernel of the operator A˜
−1
t,τ,v. By Lemma 5.10, for all
x ∈ supp v ⊂ U and all N ∈ N we have Kτ,v(t, x, x)− K˜τ,v(t, x, x) = o(t
−N ) as t→∞ uniformly in
τ ∈ [0, 1]. Hence,
Tr
[
v A−2t,τ,vv
]
− Tr
[
v A˜−2t,τ,vv
]
=
∫
M
v
(
Kτ,v(t, x, x) − K˜τ,v(t, x, x)
)
v dx = o(t−N ), (5.13)
as t→∞ uniformly in τ ∈ [0, 1].
Let It,τ,v denote the left hand side of (5.10). From (5.12) and (5.13) we conclude that
It,τ,v := t
4k Tr
[
v A−2t,τ,v v
2A−1t,τ v
]
− t4k Tr
[
v A˜−2t,τ,v v
2 A˜−1t,τ v
]
+ o(t2k−N ) (5.14)
as t→∞ uniformly in τ ∈ [0, 1].
Using the isometry ψ : φ∗E˜|
U˜
→ E|U we can view vA˜
−2
t,τ,vv and vA˜
−2
t,τ v as operators acting on the
space of sections of the bundle E. Then∣∣∣Tr [ v A−2t,τ,v v2A−1t,τ v ] − Tr [ v A˜−2t,τ,v v2 A˜−1t,τ v ] ∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣ Tr [ ( v A−2t,τ,v v − v A˜−2t,τ,v v ) v A−1t,τ v ] ∣∣∣ + ∣∣∣ Tr [ v A˜−2t,τ,v v ( v A−1t,τ v − v A˜−1t,τ v )] ∣∣∣
≤
∥∥ v A−1t,τ v ∥∥ · ∣∣∣ Tr [ v A−2t,τ,v v − v A˜−2t,τ,v v ] ∣∣∣ + ∥∥ v A˜−2t,τ,v v ∥∥ · ∣∣∣ Tr [ v A−1t,τ v − v A˜−1t,τ v ] ∣∣∣. (5.15)
Fix N > 7k. Then, using (5.13), (5.14), (5.15) and the obvious estimates∥∥ v A−1t,τ v ∥∥ ≤ |t|k, ∥∥ v A˜−2t,τ,v v ∥∥ ≤ ε−2 t−4k,
we conclude ∣∣ It,τ,v ∣∣ ≤ ε−2 ∣∣∣ Tr [ v A−1t,τ v − v A˜−1t,τ v ] ∣∣∣ + o(t−2k). (5.16)
Applying again (5.11), we get
v A−1t,τ v − v A˜
−1
t,τ v = t
2k
(
v A−1t,τ,v v
2A−1t,τ v − v A˜
−1
t,τ,v v
2 A˜−1t,τ v
)
+
(
v A−1t,τ,v v − v A˜
−1
t,τ,v v
)
= t2k v A−1t,τ,v v
(
v A−1t,τ v − v A˜
−1
t,τ v
)
+ t2k
(
v A−1t,τ,v v − v A˜
−1
t,τ,v v
)
v A˜−1t,τ v
+
(
v A−1t,τ,v v − v A˜
−1
t,τ,v v
)
(5.17)
As in (5.13), Lemma 5.10 implies that for allN ∈ N the traces of the second and the third summands
in the right hand side of (5.17) behave as o(t−N ) when t→∞ uniformly in τ ∈ [0, 1]. Thus∣∣∣ Tr [ v A−1t,τ v − v A˜−1t,τ v ] ∣∣∣ ≤ t2k ∥∥ v A−1t,τ,v v ∥∥ · ∣∣∣ Tr [ v A−1t,τ v − v A˜−1t,τ v ] ∣∣∣ + o(t−N ). (5.18)
Clearly, t2k
∥∥ v A−1t,τ,v v ∥∥ ≤ ε2t2kε2t2k + |t|−k ≤ 1− ε
−2|t|−3k
2
. Hence, from (5.18) we conclude
∣∣∣ Tr [ v A−1t,τ v − v A˜−1t,τ v ] ∣∣∣ ≤ o(t3k−N ). (5.19)
Taking N > 5k we obtain from (5.16) and (5.19) that It,τ,v = o(t
−2k) uniformly in τ ∈ [0, 1].
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6. Proof of Cheeger-Mu¨ller theorem
Recall from Corollary 4.7, that to prove Theorem 1.2 it is enough to show that R(M,F, f) = 0.
We will use the notation of Section 4. Clearly ∆f,t = ∆−f,−t. Hence,
ρRSla (f,−t) = ρ
RS
la (−f, t). (6.1)
Recall that the number R(M,F, f) is defined in (1.2). Let M˜, F˜ , f˜ be as in Subsection 5.1. It
follows from Corollary 4.7 that R(M,F, f)−R(M˜ , F˜ , f˜) is equal to the free term of the asymptotic
expansion of log ρRSla (f, t)− log ρ
RS
la (f˜ , t). Hence, from Theorem 5.4 and (6.1), we conclude[
R(M,F, f)−R(M˜, F˜ , f˜)
]
+
[
R(M,F,−f)−R(M˜, F˜ ,−f˜)
]
= 0.
Since R(M,F, f) is independent of f , cf. (1.2), we obtain
R(M,F, f) = R(M˜ , F˜ , f˜). (6.2)
Lemma 6.1. Suppose N is a compact manifolds of even dimension. Let F be the flat Hermitian
vector bundle induced by F on the product M ×N . Fix a generalized triangulation (gTN , fN ) on
N , cf. Definition 4.2. Let f be the Morse function on M × N defined by the formula f(x, y) =
f(x) + fN(y), where x ∈M,y ∈ N . Then
log ρRSla (f , t) = χ(N) log ρ
RS
la (f, t), (6.3)
where χ(N) is the Euler characteristic of N .
The proof is a verbatim repetition of the proof of Theorem 2.5 in [RS] and will be omitted (In
[RS], the equality (6.3) is proven with ρRSla replaced by the “full” Ray-Singer torsion ρ
RS). Using
Corollary 4.7 and Lemma 6.1, we obtain
R(M ×N,F , f) = χ(N)R(M,F, f). (6.4)
Substituting in (6.4), N = S2 and N = S1 × S1 we obtain respectively
R(M × S2, F , f) = 2R(M,F, f); R(M × S1 × S1, F , f) = 0. (6.5)
Using the results of [Mi1, §5] (see also Lemma 4.2 of [BFK2]), we see that there exist generalized
triangulations (gM×S
2
, f1) on M ×S
2 and (gM×S
1×S1 , f2) on M ×S
1×S1, such that the functions
f1 and f2 have the same critical points structure, cf. Definition 5.2. Hence, by (6.2), we have
R(M × S2, F , f1) = R(M × S
1 × S1, F , f2). (6.6)
From (6.5), (6.6) and the fact that R is independent of the choice of the Morse function, we obtain
R(M,F, f) = 0. 
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